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The direct~recomputation of two-electron integrals! implementation of the gauge-including atomic
orbital ~GIAO! and the CSGT~continuous set of gauge transformations! methods for calculating
nuclear magnetic shielding tensors at both the Hartree-Fock and density functional levels of theory
are presented. Isotropic13C, 15N, and 17O magnetic shielding constants for several molecules,
including taxol~C47H51NO14 using 1032 basis functions! are reported. Shielding tensor components
determined using the GIAO and CSGT methods are found to converge to the same value at
sufficiently large basis sets; however, GIAO shielding tensor components for atoms other than
carbon are found to converge faster with respect to basis set size than those determined using the
CSGT method for both Hartree-Fock and DFT. For molecules where electron correlation effects are
significant, shielding constants determined using~gradient-corrected! pure DFT or hybrid methods
~including a mixture of Hartree-Fock exchange and DFT exchange-correlation! are closer to
experiment than those determined at the Hartree-Fock level of theory. For the series of molecules
studied here, the RMS error for13C chemical shifts relative to TMS determined using the B3LYP
hybrid functional with the 6-3111G(2d,p) basis is nearly three times smaller than the RMS error
for shifts determined using Hartree-Fock at this same basis. Hartree-Fock13C chemical shifts
calculated using the 6-31G* basis set give nearly the same RMS error as compared to experiment
as chemical shifts obtained using Hartree-Fock with the bigger 6-3111G(2d,p) basis set for the
range of molecules studied here. The RMS error for chemical shifts relative to TMS calculated at the
Hartree-Fock 6-31G* level of theory for taxol~C47H51NO14) is 6.4 ppm, indicating that for large
systems, this level of theory is sufficient to determine accurate13C chemical shifts. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!01914-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

A number of methods have been developed for the cal-
culation of molecular second-order magnetic response prop-
erties. It is generally accepted that accurate prediction of
these properties within the finite basis approximation, re-
quires gauge-invariant procedures.1,2 This paper will focus
on predicting NMR shielding tensors using two of these pro-
cedures, namely GIAO and CSGT at both the Hartree-Fock
and DFT levels of theory, which achieve ‘‘gauge-invariance’’
in different ways. The GIAO method, which uses basis func-
tions that have an explicit field dependence,3 was first
adopted for quantum chemical NMR shift calculations by
Ditchfield.4 More recent implementations at the Hartree-
Fock level include those by Pulay5 and Gauss.1 The CSGT
method, developed by Keith and Bader,2 achieves gauge-
invariance by performing a continuous set of gauge transfor-
mations, one for each point in real space, obtaining an accu-
rate description of the current density from which the
shielding tensors can be determined.

Gauge-invariant Hartree-Fock~at sufficiently large basis
sets! methods give13C shielding results which are close to
experiment for most hydrocarbon molecules and other mol-
ecules where electron correlation effects are relatively small.
For molecules with multiple bonds, electron correlation con-
tributions become more significant and these effects need to
be included in order to obtain accurate shielding tensors,
especially for other nuclei such as15N and17O.1 In order to

include these electron correlation contributions, Gauss has
recently developed the GIAO-MP21 and GIAO-CCSD6

methods which provide shielding constants that are consis-
tently in close agreement with experiment.

Density functional theory has emerged in recent years as
a promising alternative to conventionalab initio methods in
quantum chemistry. DFT has been shown to be successful in
predicting various molecular properties, often giving results
of a quality comparable or even better than MP2 for a cost
that is on the same order as Hartree-Fock, substantially less
than that of traditional correlation techniques. It therefore
seems reasonable to investigate in detail how well DFT pre-
dicts magnetic response properties, in particular shielding
tensors.

Vignale and co-workers,7 in their study of magnetic
fields and DFT, proposed a term for the current dependency
of the exchange-correlation functional. Malkin and
co-workers8 have previously implemented methods for cal-
culating DFT magnetic properties within the individual
gauge for localized orbitals~IGLO!9 framework using
current-dependent functionals. Friedrichet al.10 were the
first to combine the GIAO method with DFT, however their
study was limited by their use of theXa exchange-
correlation functional and of minimal basis sets. Schrecken-
bach and Ziegler11 have recently implemented the GIAO
method at the DFT level of theory and examined one func-
tional ~LDA/NL ! using relatively small basis sets for a small
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number of molecules. In addition, their implementation em-
ploys Slater type orbitals as basis functions, as opposed to
the more common Gaussian type orbitals used in our imple-
mentation here. The results they obtained are encouraging
and indicate a need to examine other functionals, including
hybrid functionals, for a larger range of systems.

In this paper we discuss the implementation of the GIAO
and CSGT methods for calculating NMR shielding tensors at
both the Hartree-Fock and DFT levels of theory, using func-
tionals which do not include a specific magnetic field depen-
dent term, but which have yielded good accuracy for other
chemical properties.12,13The convergence of NMR isotropic
shielding constants with respect to basis set using the CSGT
and GIAO methods is examined. Several functionals, includ-
ing hybrid functionals, are investigated in their ability to pre-
dict NMR 13C, 15N, and 17O chemical shifts using GIAO’s
and a relatively large basis set which is known to be suffi-
cient to predict accurate MP2 chemical shifts. In addition,
absolute shielding constants for CO, N2, and NNO, where
electron correlation contributions are large, are presented for
these functionals using a very large basis set. We compare
methods for calculating accurate NMR chemical shifts for
large molecules, especially for13C, while examining the
trade-off between accuracy and cost. Our test set is com-
posed of a range of molecules which have different environ-
ments for the nuclei of interest. These include systems with
single and multiple bonds, molecules where electron corre-
lation effects are significant such as the benzonium ion,14

phenonium ion,14 and C2B3H5.
15 In addition, bicyclobutane

and @1.1.1.#propellane are included as examples of strained
ring systems. Finally,13C chemical shifts for the taxol mol-
ecule~1037 basis functions! are reported as an example large
system.

II. THEORY AND IMPLEMENTATION

The nuclear magnetic shielding tensor is expressed as
the mixed second derivative of the energy with respect to the
external magnetic field,BW , and the magnetic moment of
nucleusN, mW N .

s j i
N5

]2E

]Bi]mNj

, ~1!

where i and j are the components of the external magnetic
field and induced magnetic moment, respectively. The Kohn-
Sham ~KS! formulation16 of DFT is closely analogous to
Hartree-Fock~HF! theory in that a set of molecular orbitals
is derived from an effective one-electron potential via a self-
consistent procedure. Considering SCF theory in general, the
SCF energy and Fock matrix are

E5^hP&1 1
2^PG2e„P…&1EXC1V , ~2!

F5
]E

]P
5h1G2e„P…1GXC5h1G, ~3!

whereP is the density matrix,h is the one-electron Hamil-
tonian andV is the nuclear repulsion energy and

G2e„P…mn5(
ls

Pls~mluuns!, ~4!

where (mluuns) is the antisymmetrized two-electron inte-
gral over spin orbitalsxm , xn , xl , xs which includes a co-
efficient for Hartree-Fock exchange,CHFX , as follows~this
definition is assumed throughout!

~mluuns!5E xm* ~1!xl* ~2!
1

r 12
@xn~1!xs~2!

2CHFX•xs~1!xn~2!#dt1dt2 . ~5!

The exchange-correlation energy is

EXC5E f ~ra ,rb ,gaa ,gab ,gbb!drW, ~6!

where a and b refer to the spin components andf is a
general first-order exchange-correlation functional and does
not include an explicit magnetic field dependent term. The
spin densities and density gradient invariants are given as
follows:

ra5(
mn

Pmn
a xmxn ,

gaa5¹ra•¹ra , gab5¹ra•¹rb , ~7!

¹ra5(
mn

Pa¹~xmxn!,

andGXC , the exchange-correlation piece ofF is17

~GXC
a !mn5E F ] f

]ra
xm* xn1S 2 ] f

]gaa
¹ra1

] f

]gab
¹rbD

•¹~xm* xn!GdrW ~8!

with a similar expression forGXC
b

. The coefficient for
Hartree-Fock exchange,CHFX , in Eq. ~5! is one for Hartree-
Fock, zero for pure DFT and non-zero for hybrid methods.
Similarly, f50 for Hartree-Fock theory.

Using the notation where first and higher derivatives are
denoted by superscripts specifying the variable~s! of differ-
entiation, the expression for the shielding tensor for nucleus
N becomes:

s j i
N5

]2E

]Bi]mNj

5^h~Bi ,mNj
!P&1^hmNjPBi&, ~9!

where the derivatives of the Hamiltonian are given by

h
mn

mNj5^xmuĥmNjuxn&; ĥmNj52
i

c

@~rW2RW N!3¹W # j

urW2RW Nu3
,

~10!

h
mn

~Bi ,mNj
!
5^xmuĥ~Bi ,mNj

!uxn&;

~11!

ĥ~Bi ,mNj
!5

1

2c2
rW•~rW2RW N!d i j2rW i~rW2RW N! j

urW2RW Nu3
.
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In addition to the derivatives of the one-electron Hamil-
tonian, the calculation of the nuclear magnetic shielding ten-
sor also requires the derivative of the density matrix with
respect to the magnetic field,PBi. This is obtained via solu-
tion of the coupled-perturbed~CP! equations for the appro-
priate perturbation. In order to discuss the magnetic field
perturbation solution for hybrid methods such as B3LYP,
which include a mixture of Hartree-Fock exchange and DFT
exchange-correlation, a brief description of the CP equations
will be presented here to illustrate the parallelism which ex-
ists between Hartree-Fock and DFT.

SeparatingP into its occupied-occupied and virtual-
occupied blocks, the CP equations for an external magnetic
field perturbationBi are

FPov
Bi2Pov

BiF2G~Pov
Bi1Pvo

Bi !ov5hov
Bi1Gov

Bi~P!ov2FSov
Bi

1G~Soo
Bi !ov , ~12!

Poo
Bi52Soo

Bi, Pvv
Bi50, ~13!

where the subscripts oo and ov refer to the occupied-
occupied and occupied-virtual blocks of the matrix, respec-
tively. S is the overlap matrix andG„X… ~whereX is either
(Pov

Bi1Pvo
Bi) or Soo

Bi) is

G„X…mn5(
ls

Xls~mluuns!, ~14!

where (mluuns) is as defined in Eq.~5!. The term
GBi(P)mn which results from the derivative of the basis func-
tions with respect to the field is

GBi~P!mn5(
ls

Pls~mluuns!Bi1GXC
Bi . ~15!

Note that there is no corresponding exchange-correlation
contribution to these equations because the standard func-
tionals considered here depend only onr(rW) and its deriva-
tives and not on the magnetic field explicitly. IfCHFX is
taken to be one in Eq.~5! @with f50 in Eqs.~8! and ~21!#,
then the CPHF equations result from Eq.~12!, while if
CHFX is zero, the CPKS equations are obtained. The efficient
solution of Eq.~12! for Pov

x in the AO basis, for real pertur-
bations has been discussed previously.17,18 For an imaginary
perturbation, the coulomb contributions in both
G(Pov

Bi1Pvo
Bi)ov andG(Soo

Bi)ov @Eq. ~14!# vanish leaving only
the Hartree-Fock exchange contribution. Sincer and its de-
rivatives have only anexplicitdependence upon the field~via
the basis functions!, the DFT exchange-correlation contribu-
tion to these two terms is zero and for pure DFT, the CPKS
equations reduce to their uncoupled analog. For hybrid meth-
ods, which include a mixture of Hartree-Fock exchange and
DFT exchange-correlation, only Hartree-Fock exchange is
present in these two terms. As gauge-invariance is achieved
in different ways, the GIAO and CSGT methods differ at this
point in the formation of the right-hand side of Eq.~12!.

A. GIAO method

The GIAO method1,3–5 for calculating magnetic proper-
ties uses the following explicit field-dependent basis func-
tions.

xm~BW !5expF2
i

2c
~BW 3RW m!•rW Gxm~0W!, ~16!

whereRW m is the position vector of basis functionxm and
xm~0W! denotes the usual field-independent basis functions.
The derivative of a field-dependent basis function with re-
spect to the magnetic field directioni is

xm
Bi52

i

2c
~RW m3rW ! ixm~0W!. ~17!

DefiningRW mn5RW m2RW n , the derivative of the overlapS and
Hamiltonianh matrices with respect to the external magnetic
field in the AO basis are

Smn
Bi 5

i

2c
~RW mn3rW !^xmuxn&, ~18!

hmn
Bi 5^xm

Biuĥuxn&1^xmuĥBiuxn&1^xmuĥuxn
Bi&

5
i

2c
~RW mn3^xmrWuĥuxn&2^xmurW3¹uxn&

1RW n^xmu¹uxn&!, ~19!

where the derivative of the Hamiltonian operator is

ĥBi52
i

2c
~rW3¹! i . ~20!

The termGXC
Bi in Eq. ~15!, which results from the derivative

of the field-dependent basis functions with respect to the
field is

~GXC
a !mn

~Bi !5E F ] f

]ra
~xm* xn!Bi1S 2 ] f

]gaa
¹ra

1
] f

]gab
¹rbD •¹~xm* xn!Bi GdrW, ~21!

where

~xm* xn!Bi5
i

2c
~RW mn3rW ! ixm* xn , ~22!

and for thex component of the gradient,

¹x~xm* xn!Bi5
i

2c
~RW mn3rW ! i@~¹xxm* !xn1xm* ~¹xxn!#

1
i

2c
xm* xm@~BW 3RW mn!x

Bi#BW 50 . ~23!

Three sets of Eq.~12! are then solved, one for each magnetic
field direction.
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B. CSGT methods

Alternatively, the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor can
be expressed in terms of the induced first-order electronic
current densityJ„1…(r !.

s j i
N5

]2E

]Bi]mNj

52
1

BcE drN@rN3Ji
~1!~r !/r N

3 # j . ~24!

The CSGT methods have been discussed in detail
previously.2,19–21While the GIAO method uses basis func-
tions which depend on the field, the CSGT methods achieve
gauge-invariance by accurately calculating the induced first-
order electronic current density by performing a gauge trans-
formation for each point in space. This is achieved by intro-
ducing the functiond(rW) which is the shift in gauge origin
and is defined to be a function of the real space fieldrW ~not
the electronic position vector fieldsrW i) ~discussed below!.
The expression for the first-order induced current density for
a magnetic field applied along thex-axis using a continuous
set of gauge transformations2 is

J~1!~rW !5
1

c(i51

n/2

B@c i* p̂c i
Lx1c i

Lx* p̂c i2dy~rW !~c i* p̂c i
pz

1c i
pz* p̂c i !1dz~rW !~c i* p̂c i

py1c i
py* p̂c i !#

2BW ~rW2d~rW !!r~rW !, ~25!

wherer is the electron density,p̂52 i¹ and the orbitals

c i5(
m

cm ixm ,

c i
L5(

m
cm i
L xm , ~26!

c i
p5(

m
cm i
p xm ,

where cm i are the molecular orbital expansion coefficients
and the superscriptL and p refer to the derivatives with
respect to the angular momentum and linear momentum per-
turbations, respectively

for cm i
L ; ĥBi52

i

2c
~rW3¹! i ,

~27!

for cm i
p ; ĥBi52

i

2c
¹ i .

Since the basis functions do not depend upon the magnetic
field, the only remaining term on the right-hand side of Eq.
~12! is hov

Bi . Six sets of these equations are then solved, three
for the components of the angular momentum perturbation
using any single gauge origin and three for the linear mo-
mentum perturbation resulting from any single shift in gauge
origin. The shielding tensors are then obtained via Becke’s22

multi-center numerical integration scheme, taking advantage
of cutoffs.

1. d (r¢) function

In the original implementation of the CSGT method by
Keith and Bader,2 an exponential function was used to shift
the gauge origin. Here, the nuclear weight function used in
Becke’s algorithm22 for multi-center numerical integration is
chosen ford(rW). Becke defines his nuclear weight function
as follows

m i j5
r i2r j
Ri j

, ~28!

where r i and r j denote distances to nucleii and j , respec-
tively, andRi j is the inter-nuclear separation. The simplest
possible function ofm satisfying the following constrains

f ~21!521, f ~11!511,

d f

dm
~21!5

d f

dm
~11!50, ~29!

is a two-term polynomial

p~m!5 3
2m2 1

2m
3. ~30!

This simple polynomial, however, is not sharp enough so we
iterate as follows

f 1~m!5p~m!,

f 2~m!5p@p~m!#, ~31!

f 3~m!5p$p@p~m!#%.

The step function is then:

s~m!5 1
2@12 f 3~m!# ~32!

making sure that the shift in gauge origin is normalized.
If d(rW) is a constant in Eq.~25!, the single origin method

is obtained. Keith and Bader, as well as many others have
shown the inadequacies of the single origin method, and it is
mentioned here only for the sake of completeness. The use of
a separate nuclear centered gauge origin for each atom in a
molecule is termed the method of Individual Gauges for At-
oms in Molecules~IGAIM !.19 The IGAIM method gives re-
sults essentially identical to the CSGT method and therefore
only the later will be presented here.

III. CALCULATIONS

The above mentioned GIAO and CSGT methods have
been implemented intoGAUSSIAN 9423 and all calculations
were performed using this program. GIAO-MP2 chemical
shifts are from Ref. 1. For comparison of DFT chemical
shifts calculated here with MP2 shifts, the followingqz2p
andpz3d2 f basis sets were used. Theqz2p basis1,24 which
is a quadruple-zeta double polarization consists of a
(11s7p2d/6s4p2d) contraction for C,N,O,F and a
(6s2p/3s2p) contraction for H. Thepz3d2 f basis set1,24

consists of a (13s8p3d2 f /8s5p3d2 f ) contraction with po-
larization exponents taken from Ref. 25. Calculations per-
formed with theqz2p basis used geometries optimized at the
MP2 level using a triple-zeta basis double polarization
(tz2p)26 basis which is a (11s6p3d/5s3p2d) for C,N,O,F
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and a (5s3p/3s2p) for H. Geometries obtained at this level
of theory agree well with experiment.1 All other calculations,
with the exception of taxol, were performed at geometries
optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory. Geometries
obtained at this level of theory are at least as good, and in
several cases better, than those obtained at the MP2/tz2p
level.27

The exchange-correlation functionals considered in this
work are defined as follows: The LSDA~Local Spin Density
Approximation! uses Slater exchange16,28and the VWN cor-
relation functional.29 BLYP uses the Becke exchange
functional30 and the LYP correlation functional.31 BPW91
uses the Becke exchange functional30 and Perdew and
Wang’s 1991 gradient-corrected correlation functional.32 The
B3PW91 functional is Becke’s three parameter hybrid
functional33

A*EX
Slater1~12A!*EX

HF1B*DEX
Becke1EC

PW91~local!

1C*DEC
PW91~non-local! ~33!

with the non-local correlation provided by the Perdew 91
expression.32 The constantsA, B, C, where A50.20,
B50.72 andC50.81, are those determined by Becke.33 The

B3LYP hybrid functional,23 which is a slight variation of
Becke’s three-parameter functional above, has the form

A*EX
Slater1~12A!*EX

HF1B*DEX
Becke1C*EC

LYP

1~12C!*EC
VWN ~34!

where the constantsA, B, C are again those determined by
Becke.33

IV. RESULTS

The convergence of the GIAO and CSGT methods with
respect to basis set is demonstrated in Table I for absolute
shielding constants calculated at the Hartree-Fock level of
theory. The shielding constants are found to converge to the
same value at sufficiently large basis sets, however, GIAO
shielding constants are found to converge faster and more
smoothly with respect to basis set size than those determined
using the CSGT method, especially for nuclei other than car-
bon. This same behavior is exhibited for shielding constants
calculated at the DFT level of theory. Given the similarity of
shielding constants determined using either of these meth-
ods, only GIAO results will be presented from this point on.

TABLE I. Convergence of Hartree-Fock GIAO and CSGT isotropic absolute shielding constants~s, in ppm! with respect to basis set.c

Molecule/Atomb

6-31G* 6-3111G(2d,p) qz2p pz3d2 f

GIAO CSGT GIAO CSGT GIAO GSGT GIAO CSGT Expt.c

TMS
C 195.1 190.8 188.5 188.6 188.0 186.9 187.5 188.0 188.1
Si 461.1 387.6 394.1 394.9 389.4 389.4 392.5 393.2

CH4

C 199.1 191.8 194.2 193.2 193.6 191.6 193.1 192.6 195.1

@1.1.1.#propellane
~C5H6)
Cme 131.0 126.8 120.1 120.9 117.9 118.1 116.7 116.7
Cb 204.7 189.1 197.6 198.4 197.2 196.2 196.2 195.9

phenonium ion
~C8H9

1)
C1 148.7 145.5 136.8 137.6 134.7 134.7 133.7 133.6
C2 21.4 16.4 4.0 4.3 20.2 0.0 22.7 22.7
C3 73.3 66.5 59.0 59.5 55.8 55.6 54.3 54.2
C4 31.0 26.4 15.0 15.3 11.0 11.1 8.5 8.6
C5 153.6 149.7 144.3 144.3 142.2 142.0 141.4 141.3

CH3NH2

C 170.9 166.3 162.9 162.1 161.7 159.8 160.6 160.3 158.3
N 254.5 230.9 247.4 242.7 246.6 241.8 247.1 245.1

CH3F
C 135.2 128.9 126.2 126.4 124.2 122.8 123.1 122.9 116.8
F 485.3 443.7 482.7 478.2 483.7 471.5 483.2 480.2

CO
C 22.8 210.1 226.3 225.0 230.9 231.3 231.1 231.2 1.0
O 260.6 274.0 292.0 290.1 298.5 299.9 299.0 299.2 242.3

aB3LYP/6-31G* optimized geometries. Basis sets are described in the text.
bFor @1.1.1.#propellane, Cme refers to a methylene carbon while Cb refers to a bridgehead carbon. For phenonium ion, the atom labels are defined in Ref. 14.
cExperimental13C shifts are from Ref. 34 while17O shifts are from Ref. 35.
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Chemical shifts, as opposed to absolute shielding con-
stants are the primary focus of this paper as the former are
measured with high accuracy in chemical applications of
NMR spectroscopy. In addition, calculated chemical shifts
are in better agreement with experiment as relative differ-
ences are better represented.

A. Comparison of DFT and MP2 chemical shifts

GIAO isotropic 13C, 15N, and 17O chemical shifts are
given in Table II for several molecules obtained at the
Hartree-Fock, DFT and MP2 levels of theory, using the
qz2p basis and MP2/tz2p optimized geometries. Chemical

TABLE II. Comparison of GIAO chemical shifts (d, in ppm! calculated at the Hartree-Fock, DFT and MP2
levels of theory.a

Moleculeb Nucleus HF LSDA BPW91 BLYP B3PW91 B3LYP MP2c Expt.d

C2H6 C 11.7 17.0 16.1 17.8 14.8 16.0 13.5 14.2

C2H4 C 135.8 151.4 139.6 140.4 140.4 140.9 130.3 130.6

C2H2 C 81.8 93.7 82.4 81.8 83.9 83.3 78.2 77.9

CH2CCH2 C 81.7 90.5 84.5 84.5 85.2 85.1 80.6 79.9
C 240.0 246.7 235.0 239.2 238.0 241.3 227.5 224.0

C6H6 C 140.7 152.0 141.8 143.8 143.0 144.4 137.5 137.9

HCN C 127.6 130.7 119.6 118.8 123.2 122.4 114.2 113.0
N 318.6 326.3 306.2 308.4 311.8 313.4 275.2 284.9

CH3NH2 C 31.9 42.6 40.1 42.2 38.0 39.5 36.6 36.8
N 12.0 21.4 21.8 26.1 18.8 21.9 15.0

CH3CN C 4.8 11.4 10.3 10.4 9.2 9.2 7.9 7.4
C 135.1 139.0 129.1 129.7 131.9 132.2 125.4 121.3
N 309.2 310.8 295.0 295.7 300.4 301.0 263.0 272.6

N2 N 391.3 370.9 355.3 356.3 364.9 365.7 321.1 326.1

NNO N 210.8 183.5 174.0 175.6 183.3 184.7 141.1 165.0
N 310.8 274.4 263.4 269.0 274.6 278.9 242.4 253.2
O 177.7 172.3 169.8 169.7 173.3 173.0 138.6 143.4

CH3OH C 52.0 67.6 63.2 65.5 60.7 62.2 59.3 58.5
O 212.1 2.2 6.1 10.9 0.8 4.1 25.8

CO2 C 147.9 146.5 138.2 139.6 141.7 142.7 138.0 136.6
O 112.1 129.0 120.0 118.3 120.3 118.8 103.8 100.6

CH2O C 204.9 234.7 214.4 215.1 214.6 215.0 194.8
O 788.1 841.5 778.0 784.5 790.8 795.5 686.7

CH3COCH3 C 32.2 44.9 39.7 40.6 38.5 39.2 37.0 37.1
C 218.9 234.5 221.7 224.9 223.0 225.3 207.3 208.2
O 667.4 707.8 676.5 676.3 684.5 683.8 624.6

CO C 224.9 217.6 204.9 204.8 211.4 211.3 190.4 194.1
O 421.9 426.0 408.7 407.7 414.6 413.5 392.2 386.3

CH3F C 71.2 90.5 84.1 86.3 81.5 83.0 79.7 78.3

CF4 C 116.5 154.5 146.3 149.2 141.0 143.1 137.1 130.6

Absolute shielding constants for reference molecules

CH4 C 195.7 193.7 190.1 187.5 191.8 189.6 201.5 195.1
NH3 N 262.6 266.1 260.2 259.2 261.3 260.3 276.2 264.5
H2O O 326.9 332.3 325.3 324.8 326.4 325.7 344.8 344.0

aAll calculations performed using theqz2p basis set with MP2/tz2p optimized geometries~see the text!.
bAtom order is from left to right.
cGIAO-MP2 results from Ref. 1.
dExperimental13C values taken from Ref. 34,15N values from Ref. 36 and17O values from Ref. 35.
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shifts obtained using the LSDA, BPW91, BLYP, B3PW91
and B3LYP functionals are reported. In this table,13C values
are relative to CH4,

15N values are relative to NH3 and
17O

values are relative to H2O. Note that CH4, as opposed to
TMS, the normal standard, is used as the reference for13C
shifts in order to compare directly with the MP2 results of
Gauss.1 In all cases, although more computationally demand-
ing, MP2 predicts chemical shifts which are closer to experi-
ment than those obtained using either Hartree-Fock or any of
the DFT functionals.

Statistical measures including the RMS error, mean er-
ror, mean absolute error, maximum error and standard devia-
tion with respect to experiment are reported in Table III for
the calculated13C and 15N chemical shifts. Statistical data
are not reported for17O due to the limited number of experi-
mental values. The DFT functionals consistently predict
chemical shifts that are too deshielded as compared to ex-

periment using a basis set which is sufficient to predict ac-
curate MP2 chemical shifts. With the exception of LSDA,
the DFT functionals statistically provide an improvement
over Hartree-Fock as judged by the RMS error. The RMS
error for 13C shifts is nearly the same for each of the
gradient-corrected functionals and is on average 3 ppm
smaller than that for Hartree-Fock. The RMS error for15N
shifts calculated using the gradient-corrected functionals
ranges over 9 ppm but is on average, 25 ppm smaller than
the Hartree-Fock RMS error.

13C chemical shifts obtained using the gradient-corrected
DFT functionals are in closer agreement with experiment
than those obtained at the Hartree-Fock level for HCN,
CH3CN, CO2, methylene carbon of acetone, and CO. For
the other molecules in Table II, the gradient-corrected func-
tionals yield chemical shifts which are roughly equal, within
a few ppm, to those predicted by Hartree-Fock theory. For

TABLE III. Statistical data for13C and15N chemical shifts calculated at the Hartree-Fock, DFT and MP2 levels
of theory.a

HF LSDA BPW91 BLYP B3PW91 B3LYP MP2b

13C:
RMS error 11.5 16.1 7.7 9.2 8.7 9.5 2.3
mean error 4.0 14.4 6.5 7.8 7.0 7.9 0.8
mean absolute error 9.0 14.4 6.5 7.8 7.0 7.9 1.6
maximum error 30.8 26.3 15.7 18.6 17.3 17.3 6.5
standard deviation 4.1 15.4 11.0 4.4 5.0 5.3 9.2
absolute standard deviation 9.3 15.4 11.0 4.4 5.0 5.3 9.2

15N:
RMS error 49.3 34.6 20.0 21.7 27.5 29.1 13.4
mean error 47.8 32.8 18.4 20.6 26.6 28.4 211.8
mean absolute error 47.8 32.8 18.4 20.6 26.6 28.4 11.8
maximum error 65.2 44.8 29.2 30.2 38.8 39.6 223.9
standard deviation 53.4 21.5 20.2 9.0 10.1 8.1 45.5
absolute standard deviation 53.4 21.5 20.2 9.0 10.1 8.1 19.9

aStatistical data obtained from the molecules in Table II. All calculations performed using the GIAO method,
qz2p basis set, and MP2/tz2p optimized geometries.13C shifts relative to CH4 and 15N shifts relative to
NH3 . Errors are with respect to experiment and reported in ppm.
bMP2 chemical shift results taken from Ref. 1.

TABLE IV. GIAO absolute shielding constants calculated using thepz3d2 f basis and experimental
geometries.a

Molecule HF LSDA BPW91 BLYP B3PW91 B3LYP MP2b Expt.c

CO
C 225.5 223.8 216.1 217.7 219.9 221.3 10.6 3.0
O 287.7 291.3 282.1 280.7 285.7 284.6 246.5 236.7

N2

N 2112.4 295.4 287.4 287.9 294.3 294.9 241.6 259.6

NNO d

N 62.3 85.3 88.4 86.4 81.9 80.0 130.0 127
N 234.6 25.2 21.2 26.8 29.1 213.6 30.3 22
O 174.1 176.7 171.8 172.5 171.2 171.6 216.2 200

aFor CO,r ~CO!51.1283Å, for N2 , r ~NN!51.0977Å, for NNO, r~NN!51.1282Å andr ~NO!51.1843Å.
bGIAO-MP2 results from Ref. 1.
cExperimental13C values taken from Ref. 34,15N values from Ref. 36 and17O values from Ref. 35.
dAtom ordering is from left to right.
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TABLE V. Isotropic chemical shifts (d, in ppm!.a

Molecule

6-31G* 6-311-1G(2d,p)

Nucleusb HF B3LYP HF B3LYP Expt.c

C2H6 C 4.6 3.3 5.6 4.0 7.2

C2H4 C 116.6 110.0 125.1 124.0 123.6

C2H2 C 62.3 54.9 71.5 67.1 70.9

CH2CCH2 C 69.1 64.2 72.8 70.1 72.9
C 226.1 196.4 227.0 222.0 217.4

cyclopropane
C3H6 C 26.7 25.5 28.1 26.7 24.0

bicyclobutane
C4H6 Cme 22.0 23.7 23.6 26.6 32.0

Cb 211.0 26.8 211.2 27.1 25.7

@1.1.1.#propellane
C5H6 Cme 64.1 63.2 68.4 70.6 79.3

Cb 29.6 25.8 29.1 23.4 4.3

C6H6 C 122.5 115.1 131.1 128.6 130.9

phenonium ion
C8H9

1 C1 46.4 55.5 51.7 63.8 68.8
C2 173.7 158.9 184.5 175.4 171.8
C3 121.8 121.9 129.5 134.9 133.4
C4 164.1 145.8 173.5 160.5 155.4
C5 41.5 48.2 44.2 53.7 60.7

benzonium ion
C6H7

1 C1 35.4 40.5 38.7 47.1 52.2
C2 184.4 172.1 195.1 189.2 186.6
C3 121.1 123.2 128.8 136.6 136.9
C4 186.8 163.4 196.6 178.7 178.1

HCN C 103.5 88.7 115.8 104.7 106.0
N 278.0 262.8 307.5 302.3 284.9

CH3NH2 C 24.2 24.6 25.6 27.2 29.8
N 6.3 16.3 12.9 22.8

CH3CN C 21.5 24.1 22.3 24.1 0.4
C 110.0 96.8 122.8 114.3 114.3
N 274.0 256.3 299.0 290.8 272.6

N2 N 345.5 310.8 373.4 347.7 326.1

NNO N 184.7 153.7 202.9 178.3 165.0
N 268.5 230.1 295.4 267.4 253.2
O 151.0 139.9 160.6 155.1 143.4

CH3OH C 42.8 44.4 44.6 48.8 51.5
O 216.5 0.8 211.9 3.8

CH2O C 179.9 175.5 191.7 195.4
O 716.6 697.0 753.2 758.4

CH3COCH3 C 23.2 22.3 25.2 26.0 30.1
C 194.9 186.7 207.0 207.2 201.2
O 633.9 627.8 654.9 666.9

CO2 C 123.9 109.0 138.9 127.3 129.3
O 94.8 93.5 107.4 112.0 100.6

CO C 197.9 173.5 214.8 194.1 187.1
O 383.7 365.1 413.8 402.7 386.3
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15N shifts, the gradient-corrected DFT functionals provide an
improvement over Hartree-Fock for each of the four mol-
ecules studied~HCN, CH3CN, N2 and NNO!. The gradient-
corrected functionals provide only a 5-8 ppm improvement
over Hartree-Fock for17O shifts in NNO, and CO, while for
CO2 these functionals predict shifts which are 7-8 ppm fur-
ther from experiment than those predicted by Hartree-Fock
theory. These are relatively small variations considering that
the calculated shifts differ from experiment by roughly 20-35
ppm.

Absolute shielding constants for CO, N2 and NNO, ob-
tained using the largepz3d2 f basis set and experimental
geometries, are presented in Table IV. Gauss1 has previously
demonstrated that electron correlation effects are significant
in these systems. It can be seen that the gradient-corrected
DFT functionals provide only a small improvement over
Hartree-Fock even at this very large basis set.

B. Hartree-Fock and B3LYP chemical shifts

In order to predict accurate NMR chemical shifts for
large molecules, especially for13C, it is necessary to access
the accuracy of the available methods using lower levels of
theory. Thus, a method is desired which will produce accu-
rate chemical shifts at a reasonable cost.

The results in Tables II and III indicate that the gradient-
corrected functionals predict chemical shifts with similar ac-
curacy. Since the B3LYP hybrid functional has yielded ex-
cellent results for other chemical properties,12,13,27 this
functional is chosen for closer investigation.

Hartree-Fock and B3LYP13C, 15N and 17O chemical
shifts, determined using 6-31G* and 6-3111G(2d,2p) basis
sets, are presented in Table V. In addition to the molecules in
Table II, Table V includes bicyclobutane,@1.1.1#propellane,
phenonium ion, benzonium ion and C2B3H5 . Schleyer and

co-workers14,15,40have studied these last three molecules and
have concluded that MP2 is required in order to predict13C
and11B chemical shifts that are in good agreement with ex-
periment. We have included these systems as a rigorous test.

In Table V 13C shifts are relative to TMS,15N shifts are
relative to NH3 and

17O shifts are relative to H2O. The
11B

chemical shift in C2B3H5 is calculated relative to B2H6 with
16.6 ppm added so as to be compared to the11B experimen-
tal standard BF3•OEt2.

41 Statistical data for the calculated
13C and15N chemical shifts are reported in Table VI.

The Hartree-Fock and B3LYP 6-31G* levels of theory
predict 13C chemical shifts with comparable accuracy. The
RMS error for Hartree-Fock is 11.1 ppm for this range of
molecules while for B3LYP it is 12.5 ppm. B3LYP predicts
13C shifts which are, in general, too deshielded, while
Hartree-Fock makes errors in both directions.

13C chemical shifts obtained using the B3LYP functional
at the larger 6-3111G (2d,p) basis have an RMS error of
4.2 ppm, compared to 11.1 ppm for Hartree-Fock at the same
basis. For phenonium ion and benzonium ion, B3LYP/6-
3111G (2d,p) predicted 13C chemical shifts are much
closer to experiment than those obtained using Hartree-Fock
theory at this same basis. The RMS errors for the calculated
13C chemical shifts in phenonium ion are 4.8 ppm and 14.6
ppm for B3LYP and Hartree-Fock, respectively. For benzo-
nium ion, the RMS errors are 12.9 ppm for Hartree-Fock and
only 2.9 ppm for B3LYP. The B3LYP/6-3111G(2d,p) level
of theory also provides a significant improvement over
Hartree-Fock in predicting the13C and11B chemical shifts in
C2B3 H5 . The

13C shift differs from experiment by 15.3 ppm
at the Hartree-Fock level of theory, while it differs by only
3.4 ppm using B3LYP. Similarly, the11B shift differs from
experiment by 9.9 ppm and 3.4 ppm for Hartree-Fock and
B3LYP, respectively.

TABLE V. ~Continued.!

Molecule

6-31G* 6-3111G(2d,p)

Nucleusb HF B3LYP HF B3LYP Expt.c

CH3F C 59.9 61.8 62.3 68.0 71.3

CF4 C 103.0 117.9 107.6 128.5 123.6

C2B3H5
d C 82.3 90.5 88.0 99.9 103.3

B 12.5 0.9 13.4 20.1 3.5
Absolute shielding constants for reference molecules

TMS C 195.1 183.7 188.5 177.2 188.1

NH3 N 260.8 255.0 260.3 258.4 264.5

H2O O 323.1 316.6 321.8 320.0 344.0

B2H6 B 106.7 93.5 101.4 83.6

aCalculations performed using the GIAO method and B3LYP/6-31G* optimized geometries.13C shifts relative to TMS,15N relative to NH3 ,
17O relative to

H2O and11B relative to BF3•OEt2.
bAtom ordering is from left to right. Cme and Cb refer to the methylene and bridgehead carbon, respectively. For phenonium ion and benzonium ion, the atom
labels are defined in Ref. 14.
cExperimental15N values taken from Ref. 36 and17O values from Ref. 35.13C values are taken from Ref. 34, except for bicyclobutane and@1.1.1#propellane
which are taken from Ref. 37, phenonium ion from Ref. 38, benzonium ion from Ref. 39 and C2B3H5 from Ref. 40.11B value taken from Ref. 15.
dShifts for 11B calculated relative to B2H6 which hasdExpt 16.6 ppm vs BF3•OEt2 .
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15N chemical shifts calculated using the Hartree-Fock
6-31G* level of theory are closer to experiment than those
determined using B3LYP at this same basis. This is due to a
cancellation of errors as Hartree-Fock shifts obtained using
the larger 6-3111G(2d,p) basis show a poorer agreement
with experiment. B3LYP does not provide an improvement
over Hartree-Fock at the smaller basis set, but does yield an
improvement using the larger basis set.

Experimental17O chemical shifts are only available for
three of the molecules studied here, namely NNO, CO2 and
CO. The predicted shifts are found to deviate significantly
from experiment at both the Hartree-Fock and B3LYP levels
of theory.

Statistical data for13C and15N chemical shifts calculated
at the Hartree-Fock 3-21G* and STO-3G basis sets, for the
molecules in Table V, are reported in Table VII. Hartree-
Fock 13C chemical shifts predicted using the STO-3G basis
have an RMS error of 18.4 ppm as compared to the value of
11.1 ppm which is obtained for the larger 6-31G* and
6-3111G(2d,p) basis sets. In addition, the STO-3G basis
yields a maximum error which is more than twice as large as
that obtained using the larger basis sets. The Hartree-Fock
3-21G* level of theory predicts13C shifts with an RMS error
similar to the larger basis sets, but with a slightly larger
standard deviation.

C. Absolute shielding constants and shielding
anisotropies

Statistical data for absolute shielding constants calcu-
lated using the 6-31G* and 6-3111G(2d,p) basis sets, at
both the Hartree-Fock and B3LYP levels of theory, are re-
ported in Table VIII. The results for phenonium ion, benzo-
nium ion, C2B3H5 , bicyclobutane and@1.1.1#propellane are
not included since only relative shifts have been measured
for these molecules.13C and15N absolute shielding constants

determined using the B3LYP functional at the 6-31G* basis
are predicted to be too deshielded as compared to experi-
ment, while B3LYP at the larger 6-3111G(2d,p) basis pre-
dicts shielding constants which are too shielded.

The shielding anisotropyDs, which is defined as

Ds5s32
1
2@s21s1#, ~35!

wheres1,s2,s3 are the eigenvalues of the symmetrized
shielding tensor, is an indication of the quality of the shield-
ing tensor. Absolute shielding anisotropies are given in Table
IX and exhibit the same behavior as do the absolute shield-
ing constants.

TABLE VI. Statistical data for13C and15N chemical shifts calculated at the Hartree-Fock and B3LYP levels of
theory.a

6-31-G* 6-3111G(2d,p)

HF B3LYP HF B3LYP

13C:
RMS error 11.1 12.5 11.1 4.2
mean error 26.9 211.4 21.0 21.3
mean absolute error 9.3 11.4 9.2 3.6
maximum error 222.4 221.0 27.7 28.4
standard deviation 7.0 9.9 11.7 11.3
absolute standard deviation 9.4 20.6 22.6 12.2

15N:
RMS error 14.5 18.2 36.5 17.2
mean error 9.8 217.6 35.3 16.9
mean absolute error 12.5 17.6 35.3 16.9
maximum error 19.7 223.1 47.3 21.6
standard deviation 11.0 32.9 59.4 23.1
absolute standard deviation 14.0 14.8 59.4 23.1

aStatistical data obtained from the molecules in Table V. All calculations performed using the GIAO method and
B3LYP/6-31G* optimized geometries.13C shifts relative to TMS and15N shifts relative to NH3 . Errors are
with respect to experiment and reported in ppm.

TABLE VII. Statistical data for13C and15N chemical shifts calculated at the
Hartree-Fock level of theory using small basis sets.a

STO-3G 3-21G*

13C:
RMS error 18.4 12.6
mean error 210.5 29.3
mean absolute error 15.1 10.5
maximum error 255.6 222.3
standard deviation 8.7 9.0
absolute standard deviation 26.2 12.7

15N:
RMS error 36.1 33.1
mean error 222.5 26.1
mean absolute error 34.7 26.1
maximum error 247.7 54.2
standard deviation 58.9 10.8
absolute standard deviation 24.6 10.8

aStatistical data obtained from the molecules listed in Table V. All calcula-
tions performed using the GIAO method and B3LYP/6-31G* optimized
geometries.13C shifts relative to TMS and15N shifts relative to NH3 .
Errors are with respect to experiment and reported in ppm.
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TABLE VIII. Statistical data for13C and15N absolute shielding constants calculated at the Hartree-Fock and
B3LYP levels of theory.a

6-31G* 6-3111G(2d,p)

HF B3LYP HF B3LYP

13C:
RMS error 14.3 9.3 9.6 11.0
mean error 13.0 7.5 21.2 210.3
mean absolute error 13.5 7.5 7.0 10.3
maximum error 27.6 16.6 227.3 217.9
standard deviation 13.4 8.4 10.6 13.6
absolute standard deviation 13.9 8.4 5.7 15.4

15N:
RMS error 17.2 9.2 40.6 23.2
mean error 213.5 8.1 239.5 223.0
mean absolute error 14.8 8.1 39.5 23.0
maximum error 223.4 13.6 251.5 227.7
standard deviation 15.1 26.9 53.4 21.2
absolute standard deviation 16.5 26.9 35.5 70.6

aStatistical data obtained using the molecules listed in Table II. All calculations performed using the GIAO
method and B3LYP/6-31G* optimized geometries.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of taxol~C47H51NO14) containing calculated and experimental~in parenthesis! 13C chemical shifts relative to TMS. Calculated
chemical shifts were obtained using the GIAO method at the Hartree-Fock 6-31G* level of theory and STO-3G optimized geometries. The calculated13C
absolute shielding of TMS at this level of theory is 198.3 ppm. Experimental values are from Ref. 42.
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D. Application to large molecules: taxol

The results in Table V and Table VI indicate that13C
chemical shifts calculated at the Hartree-Fock 6-3111G
(2d,p) level of theory are not much better, on average, than
those predicted at the smaller 6-31G* basis, especially for
molecules where electron correlation effects are less signifi-
cant. In addition, B3LYP at the smaller basis predicts13C
shifts with essentially the same accuracy as does Hartree-
Fock. These results suggest that the Hartree-Fock 6-31G*
level of theory is sufficient to obtain accurate13C chemical
shifts for very large molecules where the larger B3LYP/6-
3111G (2d,p) calculation is prohibitively expensive. The
feasibility of this approach is demonstrated for the taxol mol-
ecule~C47H51NO14).

A schematic diagram of the taxol molecule is shown in
Fig. 1 along with the calculated and experimental13C chemi-
cal shifts relative to TMS. The calculated values for taxol
and TMS were obtained using the GIAO method at the
Hartree-Fock 6-31G* level of theory and STO-3G optimized
geometries. The statistical data for the calculated13C shifts
are presented in Table X.43 The RMS error, with respect to
experiment, is 6.4 ppm while the maximum error is 18.7 ppm
~the next largest error is211.6 ppm!. The error of 18.7 ppm
can most likely be attributed to the relatively poor descrip-
tion of the geometry. To our knowledge, the X-Ray crystal
structure of taxol has not yet been determined. Despite this

maximum error, the calculated13C shifts appear to be of
sufficient accuracy to aid in experimental peak assignments.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This implementation of the GIAO and CSGT methods at
both the Hartree-Fock and DFT levels of theory incorporates
analytical derivative techniques, hybrid density functionals
and direct methods; therefore, allowing the prediction of
NMR shielding tensors and chemical shifts for large mol-
ecules.

With the exception of LSDA, the pure and hybrid func-
tionals at large basis sets yield chemical shifts which have a
lower RMS error with respect to experiment than does
Hartree-Fock. For molecules where correlation effects are
significant, such as CO, N2 and NNO, gradient-corrected
DFT absolute shielding constants are closer to experiment
than those obtained using Hartree-Fock theory.

The B3LYP 6-3111G(2d,p) level of theory predicts
chemical shifts, which are quantitatively good, especially for
13C. This level of theory includes the effects of electron-
correlation but is not quite as accurate as MP2~for 15N and
17O shifts, in particular!. Since B3LYP is more cost-effective
than MP2, it represents a reasonable trade-off between accu-
racy and cost.

13C chemical shifts determined at the Hartree-Fock
6-31G* level of theory are of sufficient accuracy to be ap-
plicable to predicting chemical shifts for very large systems
when the B3LYP/6-3111G(2d,p) level of theory is prohibi-
tively expensive. This is demonstrated by the low RMS error
of 6.4 ppm for the taxol example.

The exchange-correlation functionals used here do not
include a specific magnetic field dependent term. Since the
larger basis sets (qz2p andpz3d2 f ) predict chemical shifts
that are systematically too deshielded, perhaps the inclusion
of a magnetic field dependent term will further improve the
results.
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